THE DATA	423
84, 85 of the Data, which state that £If two straight lines contain a given area in a given angle, and if the difference (sum) of them be given, then shall each of them be given/ The proofs depend directly upon those of Propositions 58, 59, ' If a given area be applied to a given straight line, falling short (exceeding) by .a figure given in species, the breadths of the deficiency (excess) are given.' All the 'areas' are parallelograms.
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We will give the proof of Proposition 59 (the case of
' excess'). Let the given area AB
be applied to AC, exceeding by the
figure GB given in species. I say
that each of the sides HC, CE is
given.	_______	
Bisect DE in F, and construct        /       ~7~'      A/*
on EF the figure FG similar and      L	/        / V
similarly situated to GB (VI. 18).      A        K        c   H Therefore  FG, GB are about  the same diagonal (VI.  26). Complete the figure.
Then FG, being similar to CB, is given in species, and, since FE is given, FG is given in magnitude (Prop. 52).
But AB is given; therefore AB + FG, that is to say, KL, is given in magnitude. But it is also given in species, being similar to CB; therefore the sides of KL are given (Prop. 55).
Therefore KH is given, and, since KG = EF is also given, the difference CH is given. And GH has a given ratio to HB; therefore HB is also given (Prop. 2).
EucL III. 35, 36 about the ' power' of a point with reference to a circle have their equivalent in Data 91, 92 to the effect that, given a circle and a point in the same plane, the rectangle contained by the intercepts between this point and the points in which respectively the circumference is cut by any straight line passing through the point and meeting the circle is also given.
A few more enunciations may be quoted. Proposition 8 (compound ratio): Magnitudes which have given ratios to the same magnitude have a given ratio to one another also. Propositions 45, 46 (similar triangles): If a triangle have one angle given, and the ratio of the sum of the sides containing that angle, or another angle, to the third side (in each case) be

